
APPENDIX B

Declaration of Unalienable Rights held by Indigenous Power(sample
form)

When in the Course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the
political bands which have connected them with another and to assume among the powers of the
earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle
them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes
which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all humans are created equal, that they are
endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness. A free and independent state is established when one people join
together in a common unity to secure their natural God-given rights. To secure their right to
life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, governments are instituted among men, deriving their
just powers from the consent of the governed; to be exercised by elected officials as surrogate
power for the free and independent nation=state, (name of state).

When surrogate power officials assume the rights of Indigenous Power as supreme; a free and
independent state inverts into a state which usurps the unalienable Rights of the people and
they become mere subjects of mandatory conformity, victims of suppression of natural rights
and tyranny. Corrupted surrogate power has no indigenous authority of its own, therefore, I
declare by Almighty God in peaceable One People Assembly:

Covenant Affirmation

I am created equal to all men and women with unalienable Rights held by Indigenous Power. I
solemnly affirm, publish and declare;

I am absolved from all political allegiance foreign to this free and independent state. With a
firm reliance on the protection of Divine providence, in One People Assembly; I affirm: (name)

I am local to (name of state), a Free and Independent state; lawfully settled in (name of
county) County Settlement. and in Order to form a more perfect Union, establish Justice,
insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common Defense, promote the general Welfare,
and secure the Blessings of Liberty for our Posterity and our free and independent state; I
consent to uphold and keep the Peace or delegate power to the local county settlement and to
Michigan, a Free and Independent state, for the lawful Protections, Freedoms, and Rights of
the people in these free and independent states. In support to this Declaration, with a firm
reliance on Divine Providence we pledge to each other the protection of HAPPINESS,
PROSPERITY, LIFE and LIBERTY. By autograph under Witness Protection my Declaration
of unalienable Rights held by Indigenous Power is supreme, holding and reserving all
unalienable rights and jury nullification intact. This declaration autographed by
settlor/beneficiary with reservation of all rights.



Appellation Autograph May Heaven and Earth be One Eternal Witness this day. Affirmed and
autographed by appellation in Grace centered in Almighty God by:

Autograph: Jane Louise Doe Date:
1-31-14

Printed Appellation: Jane Louise Doe

Address: 25 Maple Lane City: Grove
City state: Michigan

Phone: 333-4444-5555 email: jldoe@gmail.com

Witness: Sally Marie Smith Date:
1-31-14

Witness: John Boy
Walton Date: 1-31-14

Witness: Jack Anthony Jones Date:
1-31-1?

mailto:jldoe@gmail.com
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